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FOREWORD

The Joint Program on Methods of Measurement for Semiconductor Ma-
terials, Process Control, and Devices was undertaken in 1968 to focus NBS
efforts to enhance the performance, interchangeability, and reliability
of discrete semiconductor devices and integrated circuits through improve-
ments in methods of measurement for use in specifying materials and de-
vices and in control of device fabrication processes. These improvements
are intended to lead to a set of measurement methods which have been care-
fully evaluated for technical adequacy, which are acceptable to both users
and suppliers, and which can provide a common basis for the purchase
specifications of government agencies. In addition, such methods will
provide a basis for controlled improvements in essential device charac-
teristics, such as uniformity of response to radiation effects.

The Program is supported by the National Bureau of Standards,^ the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration," the Defense Atomic Sup-
port Agency, x the U. S. Navy Strategic Systems Project Office, § and the
U. S. Naval Electronic Systems Command. + Because of the cooperative
nature of the Program, there is not a one-to-one correspondence between
the tasks described in this report and the projects by which the Program
is supported. Although all sponsors subscribe to the need for the entire
basic program for improvement of measurement methods for semiconductor
materials, process control, and devices, the concern of certain sponsors
with specific parts of the Program is taken into consideration in

planning.

i

;

i

Through Research and Technical Services Projects 4251120, 4251123,
4251126, 4252114, 4252128, 4254111, 4254112, and 4254115.

Through Order ER-22448, Electronics Research Center. (NBS Project
4251523)
Through Project Order 808-70. (NBS Project 4259522)

Administered by U. S. Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, Indiana through
Project Orders PO-0036 and PO-0-0055. (NBS Project 4259533)
Through Project Order PO-0-0119. (NBS Project 4252534)



METHODS OF MEASUREMENT FOR
SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS, PROCESS CONTROL, AND DEVICES

Quarterly Report
April 1 to June 30, 1970

ABSTRACT

This quarterly progress report, eighth of a series,
describes NBS activities directed toward the development
of methods of measurement for semiconductor materials,
process control, and devices. Principal emphasis is

placed on measurement of resistivity, carrier lifetime,
and electrical inhomogeneities in semiconductor crystals;
evaluation of wire bonds, metallization adhesion, and die
attachment; and measurement of thermal properties of semi-
conductor devices and electrical properties of microwave
devices. Work on related projects on silicon nuclear
radiation detectors and specification of germanium for
gamma-ray detectors is also described. Supplementary
data concerning staff, standards committee activities, tech-
nical services, and publications are included as appendixes.

Key Words: Alpha-particle detectors; aluminum wire; carrier
lifetime; die attachment; electrical properties; epitaxial
silicon; gamma-ray detectors; germanium; gold-doped silicon;
metallization; methods of measurement; microelectronics;
microwave devices; nuclear radiation detectors; resistivity;
semiconductor devices; semiconductor materials; semiconduc-
tor process control; silicon; thermal resistance; thermo-
graphic measurements; ultrasonic bonder; wire bonds.

1. INTRODUCTION AND HIGHLIGHTS

This is the eighth quarterly report to the sponsors of the Joint
Program on Methods of Measurement for Semiconductor Materials , Process
Control, and Devices. It summarizes work on a wide variety of measure-
ment methods that are being studied at the National Bureau of Standards

.

Since the Program is a continuing one, the results and conclusions re-
ported here are subject to modification and refinement.

Nearly twenty tasks, each directed toward a particular material or
device property or measurement technique, have been identified as parts of
the Program. The report is subdivided according to these tasks. Section
2 deals with tasks on methods of measurement for materials; Section 3,

with those on methods of measurement for process control; and Section 4,
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with those on methods of measurement for devices. References for each
section are listed in a separate subsection at the end of that section.

Besides the tasks sponsored under the Joint Program, this report con-
tains descriptions of activity on related projects supported by NBS or
other agencies. Although the specific objectives of these projects are
different from those of the Joint Program, much of the activity undertaken
in these projects will be of interest to Joint Program sponsors. The
sponsor of each of these related projects is identified in the description
of the project.

An important part of the work which generally falls outside the task
structure is participation in the activities of various technical stan-
dardizing committees. The list of personnel involved with this work given
in Appendix B suggests the extent of this participation.

The report for each task includes the long-term objective, a narra-
tive description of progress made during this reporting period, and a

listing of plans for the immediate future. Additional information con-
cerning the material reported may be obtained directly from individual
staff members connected with the task as indicated throughout the report.
The organization of the Joint Program staff and telephone numbers are
listed in Appendix A.

Background material on the Program and individual tasks may be found
in earlier reports in this series as listed in Appendix D. From time to

time, publications that describe some aspect of the program in greater de-
tail are prepared. Current publications are also listed in Appendix D.

Following are highlights of the technical activity during this re-

porting period; details are given in subsequent sections of the report.

Resistivity — The study of the effects of probe pressure and current
level on four-probe resistivity measurements is being continued. An auto-
mated data acquisition system is being assembled to speed collection of
data by the four-probe method. Computer data reduction capability has
been further extended by development of a subroutine for calculating the
temperature coefficient of silicon resistivity near room temperature.
Effort on the spreading resistance method for measuring resistivity is

being focused on the identification and reduction of measurement inter-
ferences . Means are being sought for overcoming or circumventing diffi-
culties which have been encountered with fabrication of low-leakage diodes
for capacitance-voltage measurements. Silicon resistivity standards, the

requirements placed on them by the semiconductor industry, and the possi-

ble role which NBS might play in their establishment are being actively
investigated. Revisions were made in three resistivity standards prepared
in cooperation with ASTM Committee F-l.
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Carrier Lifetime — Work on bulk silicon and germanium crystals con-
tinued with study of both the photoconductive decay (PCD) and surface
photovoltage (SPV) methods. Various analyses of the metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) capacitance method were studied in detail and com-
pared. Inconsistencies between SPV measurements on epitaxial layers and
theoretical predictions have led to a re-examination of the theory with
new boundary conditions at the interface between the epitaxial layer and
the substrate. The causes of the differences between reverse recovery
and voltage decay measurements on diodes remain unidentified; it was
found that they are not due to differences in injection level.

Irihomogeneities — A statistical study was initiated to obtain a

quantitative estimate of the correlation between resistivity profiles of
circular germanium and silicon wafers determined by the photovoltaic,
four-probe, and two-probe techniques. The specimen holder was modified
by changing the single knife-edge contacts to double knife-edge contacts
in order to permit the measurement of the photoinduced change in specimen
resistance to be made potentiometrically . This change eliminates two
problems associated with the metal-semiconductor barrier at the contact
which had been encountered in making photoconductivity measurements pre-
viously.

Gold-Doped Silicon — Gold concentrations in a number of wafers were
determined by the neutron activation analysis. Wafers diffused at 1050°C
and below had concentrations substantially lower than the solid solu-
bility of gold in silicon at the diffusion temperature. Several possible
explanations for this are being examined.

Metallization Evaluation — A series of scratch tests made on a fully-
aged, highly adherent aluminum film deposited on a quartz substrate
showed that measurements based on the threshold failure criterion can
yield the failure load with a relative standard deviation of less than
10 percent. Difficulties were encountered in the measurement of weakly
adherent films because the balance, when lightly loaded, tended to deviate
from its equilibrium position, thus making it impossible to determine the
failure load. Efforts to solve this problem by increasing the inertia of
the balance were unsuccessful; an alternative solution that involves re-
ducing the inertia of the system is being considered.

Die Attachment Evaluation — Circuitry for measuring thermal resis-
tance and transient thermal response of low-power diodes was built and
tested. Difficulties with excessive non-thermal switching transients
following the termination of the heating power pulse prevented its im-

mediate use. Electrical characteristics of the diode chips were tested
and found to be marginally acceptable. Efforts are underway to improve
the small signal conductance, typically 0.1 mho, and to increase the
yield of devices with reverse breakdown voltage of 50 V or more.
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Wire Bond Evaluation — A statistical evaluation of the effect of
varying ultrasonic power, pressure, and bonding time on the pull strength
of aluminum-aluminum ultrasonic wire bonds was completed. A check-out
procedure that includes the use of a statistical control chart for the
bonding machine has been established and is in daily use. Studies of the
effect of movement of the bonding tool with respect to the work stage
during bonding continued. Additional studies of bond lift-off patterns
were made with the scanning electron microscope.

Initial tests of the effect of varying rate of pull on the bond pull
test showed that for steady pull rates between 1.0 and 12.5 gf/s the rate
has no significant effect on the measured value of bond pull strength.
Preliminary tests made with various bond-to-bond spacings and loop heights
on single-level bonds showed variations in the measured pull strength
which could generally be accounted for by analysis of the forces involved.
However, the results obtained on two-step bonds could not be explained in

this way.

A sensitive displacement gage was developed for the wire indentation
tester, the new wire bond pull tester was completed and placed into oper-
ation, and a ball bonder was modified for use with gold ribbon wire.
Work on the bibliography and critical review survey paper continued.

Direct assistance to sponsors on problems related to characterization
of ultrasonic bonding machines continued with visits to several commer-
cial production lines and equipment manufacturers.

Processing Facility — A process for the production of p-channel
metal-oxide-semiconductor devices was developed in cooperation with
another government agency. Improved fixtures were made for use in evap-
orating and heat-treating aluminum films.

NASA Measurements Methods — The review of NASA test methods was com-
pleted. The table that lists the various test methods, equivalent ASTM
tests, and the precision requirements and capabilities of the various
tests was revised to incorporate references to the published NASA line
certification document. It was found that ASTM tests that incorporate
precision statements are generally adequate for the purposes of line cer-
tification. However, such tests are not available for many measurements.
The precision needed in most of the measurements required for line cer-

tification has not yet been defined.

Thermal Properties of Devices — Studies of the use of common-emitter
current gain, hpp , as an indicator of hot-spot formation in medium-power
transistors were continued. It was found that the abrupt decrease in

hpjr related to the formation of a hot-spot occurred at collector-emitter
voltages well below those required for second breakdown. Thermographic
measurements made with temperature-sensitive phosphors verified that the
abrupt decrease in hpp coincides with the sudden formation of a hot spot.
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Mioroioave Device Measurements — The r-f section of an experimental
X-band microwave mixer measurement circuit is nearly complete. Calibra-
tion and tuning procedures are being developed. Design of the associated
i-f system has begun. The preliminary review of measurement methods for
microwave diodes proposed for inclusion in MIL-STD-750, Test Methods for
Semiconductor Devices, has been completed. The survey of transistor
measurement requirements has been deferred temporarily.

Meetings — The Symposium on Silicon Device Processing was held
June 2 and 3, 1970, under the joint sponsorship of ASTM Committee F-l and
the National Bureau of Standards. Nearly 450 people from all parts of
the United States and seven foreign countries attended this symposium
which was held at the Bureau facilities in Gaithersburg , Md. Over 40

papers were presented during the seven sessions of the symposium. Publi-
cation of the proceedings as an NBS Special Publication is expected
around the end of 1970. Because of the success of this symposium, a

second symposium concerned with metallization, bonding, photoresist,
cleaning, and etching problems is tentatively planned.



METHODS OF MEASUREMENT FOR SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS

2.1 RESISTIVITY

Objective : To develop methods, suitable for use throughout the
electronics industry, for measuring resistivity of bulk, epitaxial, and
diffused silicon wafers.

Progress : The study of the effects of probe pressure and current
level on four-probe measurements is being continued. An automated data
acquisition system is being assembled to speed collection of data by the
four-probe method. Computer data reduction capability has been further
extended by development of a subroutine for calculating the temperature
coefficient of the resistivity of silicon near room temperature. Effort
on the spreading resistance method is being focused on the identification
and reduction of measurement interferences. Means are being sought for
overcoming or circumventing difficulties which have been encountered with
fabrication of low leakage diodes for capacitance-voltage measurements.
Silicon resistivity standards, the requirements placed on them by the
semiconductor industry, and the possible role which NBS might play in

their establishment are being actively investigated.

Four-Probe Method — A rewired circuit console for measuring four-
probe resistivity, probe contact resistance, and specimen conductivity
type has been put into service. By providing shielding and guarding
superior to that of the previous circuit, the precision attainable in the
measurement of resistivity analog circuits has been significantly improved.
Previously encountered problems in the measurement of the high impedance
circuits which simulate high resistivity silicon have been solved by the
new circuit. (F. H. Brewer and J. R. Ehrstein)

A data acquisition system is being installed for the automatic re-

cording of four-probe resistivity data. Design of interface electronics
has been completed and the necessary circuitry is being assembled. Both
printed output and punched paper tape for direct entry into a time-shared
computer are available. To aid in the computer reduction of resistivity
data taken by this system, the temperature coefficients of resistivity
(TC), in percent/degree C, for both n- and p-type silicon near room tem-
perature have been fitted with polynomials of the form:

TC = A
Q

+ Ai (lnp) + A 2 (lnp) 2 + A 3 (lnp) 3 + ...,

where p is the resistivity in ohm-centimeters, for the resistivity range
0.0007 to 1000 0-cm. The fits were made not to the actual data points
but to points selected from the curves drawn through the data points [1].

Fits were made with polynomials of increasing degree until the magnitude
of maximum difference between the polynomial and the selected points was
less than 0.02 percent/deg C. This process required a polynomial of 17
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Table 1 —Polynomial Coefficients for Temperature Coefficient of Resistivity

Term n-Type Si p-Type Si

Ao 7.364 x 10" 1 7.068 x 10" 1

Ai 6.560 x 1(T 2 8.544 x 10" 2

A 2 -3.075 x 10" 2 -1.478 x 10" 2

A3 -2.427 x 10" 3 1.635 x 10" 3

A„ 7.5883 x 10" 3 -2.003 x 10" 3

As 7.5541 x 10- u 3.415 x lO""

A6 -1.39760 x 10" 3 2.09 n
5 x 10"-

A7 -1.159 x I0" 6 -4.3237 x 10" 5

Ae 1.106882 x lO"" -7.0532 x 10" 6

A 9
-4.56719 x 10" 6 1.60868 x lO" 6

A10 -4.407686 x 10" 6 1.0346 x 10" 7

An 2.601512 x 10" 7 -2.5201 x 10" 8

A12 9.408560 x 10" 8 -5.6419 x 10" 10

A13 -6.190700 x 10" 9 1.4445 x 10" 10

An, -1.032377 x 10" 9

A15 6.890181 x 10" 11

Aie 4.58514 x 10" 12

A17 -2.9432 x lO" 13

degrees to fit the curve for n-type silicon and of 13 degrees to fit the
curve for p-type silicon. The coefficients for these polynomials are

listed in Table 1. The relation between these polynomials and the origi-
nal data [l] is shown in Fig. 1. The maximum difference is 0.018 percent/
deg C at 0.016 H-cm for n-type silicon and 0.015 percent/deg C at 0.02
ft-cm for p-type silicon. As indicated in [l] the curve for p-type sili-
con is appropriate only to boron-doped crystals.

(J. R. Ehrstein and G. N. Stenbakken)

Measurements in the .study of the current and probe-pressure depen-
dence of four-probe resistivity measurements have been resumed on silicon
slices with mechanically polished surfaces. These slices had been pre-
viously measured with a lapped surface finish. The measurements were de-
layed in order to speed rewiring of the resistivity measuring apparatus.
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Standardization Activities — Two silicon resistivity round robins
are being conducted in conjunction with ASTM Committee F-l. In the high
resistivity silicon round robin, five of the eight participants have com-
pleted measurements and two sets of data have been submitted for reduc-
tion and tabulation. Two of the ten participating laboratories have
completed resistivity measurements on the epitaxial silicon wafers de-
posited on opposite conductivity type substrates. ' As yet no data have
been submitted for analysis. (F. H. Brewer)

Revisions were made in three resistivity standards prepared in co-
operation with Committee F-l. The range of applicability of the four-
probe method [2] for measuring silicon wafers was extended (NBS Tech.
Note 520, p. 6), a non-referee procedure was explicitly included, and
several other minor alterations and corrections were made. A second
method [3] was modified to emphasize the application of the four-probe
method to large, thick specimens rather than wafers and to include the
temperature coefficients of resistivity of germanium near room temperature
[1]. The radial resistivity method [4] was revised to include reference
to the extended four-probe method [2]. In a letter ballot conducted
prior to the June meeting, Committee F-l voted to elevate all three of
these documents from tentative to standard with the recommended revisions.
A special task force, chaired by W. M. Bullis , was appointed to consider
further revisions to the radial resistivity method; an alternative, non-
contacting technique is under development (see Section 2.3).

(W. M. Bullis)

Spreading Resistance Methods — Measurements were made on several p-
type silicon slices in the resistivity range between 0.1 and 10.0 fi-cm.

to examine the stability of a spreading resistance system against elec-
trical and mechanical interferences. The measurement configuration being
studied utilizes three pins of a commercial, collinear, four-probe array.
The lowering mechanism of the probe assembly is regulated with a dash-pot
to give a controlled rate of descent. For initial studies a rate of 0.1
mm/s was chosen. A system of guarding and grounding was devised which
yielded a greatly reduced measurement offset with change of input current
polarity. This indicates that ground loops and similar error voltages
have been reduced so that they do not interfere with the measurement of
true geometrical spreading resistance.

Although some measurements were highly stable, it was frequently
observed that the voltage drop across the spreading resistance probe was
stable for several seconds, and then drifted upward by about 20 percent
to a second stable value. A number of possible interferences were stud-
ied. Power supply ripple and switching transients were shown to be small
and, hence, negligible. The digital voltmeter used for the measurement
was found to propagate a signal down the measurement leads during its
sampling period. The effect of this signal on measurement stability is

being investigated. Floor and room vibrations also were found to present
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a significant source of interference in that the probe head does not
maintain constant mechanical contact if it is allowed to vibrate against
the specimen. Several different suspension systems have been used in
efforts to isolate the probe from the source of vibration, but although
performance has been improved a satisfactory system has not been found.

Probe impressions made with a 25 g load are being examined for uni-
formity of contact. Since the impressions can not be observed easily
with an optical microscope, the scanning electron microscope is being
used for this study. Preliminary results indicate that two of the three
probes tend to skid by about 20 percent of the contact diameter. The
cause of the skidding has not yet been determined. (J. R. Ehrstein)

Capaoitanae-Voltage Method — Fabrication of low-leakage, large-
diameter diodes has proven difficult. To allow an accurate determination
of diode area, diodes with a diameter greater than 0.5 mm are desired.
However shallow-diffused diodes with diameters between 0.5 and 1.3 mm
fabricated on well-characterized n-type silicon wafers had leakage cur-
rents which were too large to permit C-V measurements to be made. Diodes
fabricated on uncharacterized material have generally had lower leakage
currents than those on characterized material. This suggests the possi-
bility that mechanical damage caused by the four-probe array used to
characterize the wafers is a possible cause of such leakage. Less leaky
diodes have bp°.n fabricated by a technique involving deeper (5 um) dif-

fusions. However, such diodes are not satisfactory for C-V measurements

because of the graded nature of the junction.

(G. N. Stenbakken and T. F. Leedy)

Silicon Resistivity Standards — The need for silicon resistivity
standards in the electronics industry continues to grow. ASTM Committee
F-l is attempting to gage the needs of the industry as to both the qual-
ity and quantity of standards desired by circulating a questionnaire to
committee members. Concurrently, an investigation is being made of pro-
grams available within NBS which might be used as vehicles for providing
assistance in the problem of silicon resistivity standards. The general
programs which exist involve: l) multipass round robins between NBS and
all interested participants; 2) a certification procedure whereby NBS
measures specified properties of material submitted to it, and reports
the appropriate values together with the limitations on the measurement

;

or 3) acquisition of appropriate specimens by NBS, determination of de-

sired properties of the specimens by NBS, and sale of such material to

interested parties. The advantages and disadvantages of these programs,
their appropriateness to the case of silicon resistivity, and the cost

of each to NBS and to interested participants are being considered.

At the same time consideration is being given to the quality of
material that is needed for producing resistivity standards. A set of

six silicon slices has been received for evaluation from one supplier

10
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interested in the problem of silicon resistivity standards. Other in-
terested suppliers are invited to supply silicon wafers for this study.

(J. R. Ehrstein)

Plans : Study of the current and probe pressure dependence of four-
probe resistivity measurements will continue on silicon slices with
mechanically polished surfaces. The rate of collection of data will be
increased when the data acquisition system is completely installed and
the data are reduced by computer. A program for the data reduction will
be written for use on the time-shared computer. Results from the two
resistivity round-robin experiments will be analyzed and tabulated as
received.

The causes of drift and probe skidding in the spreading resistance
measurements will be investigated further. Emphasis will be placed on
the effect of signals from the digital voltmeter on the stability of the
measurement. The relation between drift and specimen surface preparation
will be studied in order to evaluate the possible influence of surface
states on measurement stability. After stable measurements have been
achieved a study of the effect of probe material, probe loading, and
specimen surface preparation on measurement precision will begin.

Attention will be focused in two directions in the capacitance-
voltage program. Efforts to fabricate low- leakage diodes with shallow
diffusion profiles will continue. Commercial diodes with similar proper-
ties will be obtained to check the capabilities of the computer programs
for correction factors to C-V data as necessitated by various diode
structures

.

Additional consideration will be given to the various approaches for
supplying silicon resistivity standards. Resistivity profiles of the set

of six standard slices will be measured to obtain information concerning
properties of silicon slices considered to be of a quality suitable for
resistivity standards.

2.2 CARRIER LIFETIME

Objective : To determine the fundamental limitations on the pre-
cision and applicability of the photoconductive decay method for meas-
uring minority carrier lifetime and to develop alternative methods for
measuring minority carrier lifetime in germanium and silicon which are
more precise, more convenient, or more meaningful in the specification
of material for device purposes.

Progress : Work on bulk crystals continued with study of both the
photoconductive decay (PCD) and surface photovoltage (SPV) methods.
Various analyses of the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitance

11
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method were studied in detail and compared. Inconsistencies between SPV
measurements on epitaxial layers and theoretical predictions have led to
a re-examination of the theory with new boundary conditions at the inter-
face between the epitaxial layer and the substrate. The causes of the
differences between reverse recovery and voltage decay measurements on
diodes remain unidentified; it was found that they are not due to differ-
ences in injection level. Work on lifetime measurements in transistor
structures was deferred.

Bulk Crystals — Additional revisions were made in the procedure for
the measurement of carrier lifetime by the PCD method, and a second
series of measurements to establish a multi-operator, single-laboratory
precision for the method was initiated. This experiment consists of
measurements by several operators on a second group of eight specimens.
Preparation of the summary report on the PCD method continued.

(R. L. Mattis)

Additional measurements of carrier lifetime were made by the SPV
method on bulk crystals in order to reduce the statistical uncertainty of
the measurements. These measurements showed that the previously reported
variability did not result solely from the small sample size. Other
causes for the variability are being sought.

(A. W. Stallings and W. E. Phillips)

ETp-itax-ial Layers — Several approaches [1-5] to carrier lifetime
measurement by the MOS capacitance method were reviewed. All approaches
assume uniformly distributed recombination centers with a single energy
level. One aspect in which the approaches differ is in the assumptions
that are made about the energy level. In one instance the energy level
of the recombination centers is assumed to be known and is inserted into
the appropriate equation [1]. More frequently the lifetime determination
is simplified by assuming that the recombination centers lie at the in-

trinsic Fermi level [2-5]; the extent to which this simplification causes
the actual lifetime to deviate from the measured value has not been de-

termined. There is also a difference in the assumed carrier generation
rate which causes the lifetime obtained in some cases to differ from that
obtained in others by a factor of two.

Grosvalet and coworkers [l] and Jund and Poirier [2] assume that
constant charge is maintained on the MOS capacitor. However, if the

experimental conditions are such that constant charge is not maintained
these techniques yield only an approximate lifetime value. Zerbst [3],
Heiman [4], and Reimer [5] assume that constant voltage is maintained
across the MOS capacitor during the capacitance transient. Their ap-

proaches appear to be mutually consistent except for the treatment of sur-
face generation and the assumption of different carrier generation rates
as noted above. However, there appear to be differences between the con-
stant charge and constant voltage approaches. (R. L. Mattis)
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Experimental SPV measurements on silicon epitaxial layers were in-

consistent with the results predicted by the analysis of this method as
applied to the measurement of minority carrier lifetime in thin specimens

.

In the model chosen for this analysis it was assumed that the boundary
between the epitaxial layer and the substrate is an infinite sink for
excess carriers. The analysis is being repeated with a modified boundary
condition which takes into account the generation of a photovoltage at
the boundary. (W. E. Phillips)

Diodes — The study of minority carrier lifetime as determined from
transient response of diodes continued with initial testing of new cir-
cuitry for making reverse recovery time measurements . The new circuitry
proved to have several advantages over the circuitry previously used be-
cause it allows variation of conditions , such as magnitudes of forward
and reverse currents, much more easily. In addition, the much simpler
design of the circuit greatly aids in the understanding of the recovery
process.

Reverse recovery time measurements made with both the new and old
circuits gave essentially the same results. Comparative measurements
again indicated that the voltage decay technique yields values two to

four times smaller than the reverse recovery technique. A theoretical
analysis of the transient response of diodes has shown that for appro-

priate devices the two measurements should yield the same value of life-

time.

To determine if this discrepancy was related to differences in cur-

rent levels , the dependence of lifetime on current level was studied with
the new circuit. Most previous measurements had been made with equal
forward and reverse currents set for convenience at t mA. It was shown
that for the devices studied, the reverse recovery time measured with
equal forward and reverse currents did not change by more than 10 percent
as the current was varied from 0.01 to 100 mA. The voltage decay life-

time showed a similar independence of current level for this range. The

search for the cause of the discrepancy between the two techniques is

continuing.

In addition to the voltage decay and the reverse recovery methods

,

measurements were made with the harmonic distortion method suggested by

Bilotti [8]. Undistorted passage of a sinusoidal waveform by a biased
diode depends upon the frequency; the minimum frequency for undistorted
passage can be related to the lifetime. Preliminary measurements showed

that simple observation of the waveform on a cathode ray tube did not

allow measurement of the lifetime as precisely as the other two tech-

niques. It is possible, however, that the precision could be improved if

more sophisticated techniques were used to analyze the wave.

The literature on the charge storage technique of measuring lifetime

is being reviewed. For a forward-biased diode the charge injected into

13
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the base is a function of the lifetime. By removing this stored charge
with a large reverse current pulse, the charge can be measured and the
lifetime determined. This method is being compared with the reverse re-
covery method to which it is closely related. (A. J. Baroody)

Plans: The second series of measurements to establish a multi-
operator single-laboratory precision of the revised procedure for carrier
lifetime measurement by the PCD method will be carried out. Correction
and revision of the revised procedure will continue. Work on the summary
report on the PCD method will continue.

Analysis of the SPV method as applied to measurements on thin epitax-
ial layers will be continued.

Further consideration will be given to the discrepancy between life-
time measured by the reverse recovery and by voltage decay techniques.
This discrepancy may be related to junction geometry or to the neglect of
junction capacitance in the theoretical development. The effect of junc-
tion profile on the two measurement techniques , will be studied with both
commercially available and specially fabricated alloy diodes. To deter-
mine the role of junction capacitance in these measurements, the liter-
ature will be reviewed and the effect of junction capacitance upon tran-
sient response will be studied by means of a computer analysis. No fur-
ther work on the distortion method is planned at this time, but study of
the charge storage method will continue.

2.3 INHOMOGENEITIES

Objective: To develop improved methods for measuring inhomogeneities
responsible for reducing performance and reliability of germanium and sil-
icon devices and, in particular, to evaluate a photovoltaic method as a

means for measuring radial resistivity gradients in germanium and silicon
circular wafers without contacting the flat surfaces of the wafers.

Progress: A statistical study was initiated to obtain a quantita-
tive estimate of the correlation between resistivity profiles as deter-

mined by the photovoltaic, the four-probe, and the two-probe techniques.
The degree of correlation between any two of these is described by indi-

ces of determination with a value from zero (no correlation) to one (per-

fect correlation). To calculate an index of determination the value of

resistivity as determined by one method, e.g. , the photovoltaic method,

at each point along the wafer diameter is plotted against the correspond-
ing value of resistivity as determined by a second method, e.g., the two-

probe method, which is adopted as the reference. For perfect correlation
a straight line of unit slope results. An index of determination, pyx ,

which actually indicates how well the points do follow a line of unit

14
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slope through the origin is given by [1]:

Z(y.-x.) 2 (n-l)
2 -,

"11
p

z = 1 -
yx

£(
yi-y)

2 (n-2)

where:

x. = value as determined by reference method,

y^ = value as determined by other method,

y = mean value as determined by other method, and
n = number of observations

and summations go from 1 to n. The study is still in a preliminary phase,
and the applicability and interpretation of this index of determination
have not been completely established.

The specimen holder was modified by changing the single knife-edge
contacts to double knife-edge contacts. The knife edges of each pair are
separated by a thin piece of polytetrafluoroethylene tape, about 0.13 mm
thick. This permits the measurement of the photoinduced change in speci-
men resistance to be made potentiometrically by using one knife edge as

the current contact, and the other as the potential sensing contact.
This eliminates two problems in making the photoconductivity measurement,
both associated with the metal-semiconductor barrier at the contact:

1) the small fluctuations in the contact resistance that appear as

small fluctuations in the specimen resistance when the photo-
induced change in specimen resistance is measured with the cur-
rent carrying contact , and

2) the barrier photovoltage caused by the diffusion of carriers to a

reverse-biased contact that results in erroneous readings when
the light probe is close to the reverse-biased contact (NBS Tech.
Note 555, pp. 12-13).

A photovoltaic resistivity profile for a 1 fi-cm wafer is shown in

Fig. 2. The photoconductivity data used to calculate the profile were
measured with the double knife-edge arrangement. This is the lowest re-
sistivity wafer for which such a profile has been made and represents the
lower limit for photovoltaic resistivity profiles made with an incandes-
cent light source (NBS Tech. Note 520, pp. 17-18).

Preparation of a detailed report of the results of the work on this
method was begun. (D. L. Blackburn)

Plans : The statistical study will continue with consideration of
various means of quantifying .the correlation between profiles obtained
by various methods. Four-probe, photovoltaic, and two-probe resistivity
profiles will be made on a series of wafers in the resistivity range from
1 to 10,000 £2-cm that have various resistivity profiles.
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Measures of correlation between pairs of profiles will be calculated.
The preparation of the paper describing the results of this work will
continue.

2.4 GOLD-DOPED SILICON

Objective : To characterize n- and p-type silicon doped with gold
and to develop a model for the energy level structure of gold-doped sili-
con which is suitable for use in predicting its characteristics.

Progress : The gold concentrations in two sets of 10 fi-cm boron-
doped silicon wafers were determined by neutron activation analysis. The
wafers had been lapped to remove the gold surface layer. For the wafers
diffused at 1250°C for times of 15, 30, 60, and 120 min the gold concen-
tration increased monotonically with diffusion time. For the wafers
diffused at 850°C for times of 30, 90, 270, and 810 min the gold concen-
tration showed no systematic variation with time. In all cases the gold
concentration was below the solid solubility limit [1].

The gold concentrations in 1 tt-cm n- and p-type wafers diffused at

850, 950, 1050, 1150, and 1250°C were also determined by neutron activa-
tion analysis. The data showed considerable scatter, but, in general,
higher temperature diffusions yielded gold concentrations in reasonable
agreement with the solid solubility at the given temperature, whereas
the lower temperature diffusions gave concentrations appreciably below
the appropriate solid solubilities. It is possible that the low gold
concentrations are due to the fact that the wafers used had low disloca-
tion density. It is known that gold diffuses more slowly in such material
than it does in high dislocation density crystals [2].

(W. R'. Thurber, T. F. Leedy , and W. M. Bullis

)

Plans: To study the influence of crystal quality on gold diffusion,
the previous diffusions at 850 and 1250°C will be repeated for various
times on high dislocation density wafers. Also both high and low dis-

location density wafers will be diffused in argon, rather than in oxygen,
to determine if the diffusion atmosphere plays a significant role.

Resistivity and Hall effect measurements will be made at room tem-
perature on Hall bars cut from the gold-diffused 1 fi-cm wafers. Spread-
ing resistance measurements will be made on angle-lapped bars cut from
some of the wafers to obtain the resistivity profile and an estimate of

the gold concentration as a function of depth.
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2.5 SPECIFICATION OF GERMANIUM1
"

Objective : To measure the properties of germanium crystals and to
correlate these properties with the performance of germanium gamma-ray
detectors in order to develop methods for the early identification of
crystals suitable for fabrication into lithium-compensated gamma-ray
detectors.

Progress : The study of lithium precipitation in germanium has been
completed. A model for charge-carrier trapping in Ge(Li) detectors has
been developed which satisfactorily simulates gamma-ray pulse-height
spectra in such detectors. In addition, several manuscripts are in vari-
ous stages of completion for publication or presentation at technical
meetings , and standard procedures are being prepared in cooperation with
national and international technical standardizing committees.

Characterization of Germanium — Analysis of the data obtained in the
study of lithium precipitation in germanium has been completed. The dis-
sociation constant C of the LiO+ complex was derived from the data, and
the value obtained, C - 3.5 x io 12 (std. dev. : 1.2 x 10 12

) cm
-3

at 295 K,

agrees with the value 3.4(±1.2) x 10 12 cm-3 determined by Fox [l] which
is also based on lithium precipitation data. Oxygen concentrations in

germanium as measured by the lithium mobility and lithium precipitation
methods did not differ by more than 20 percent.

(A. H. Sher and W. K. Croll)

The report on nomographs for use in detector fabrication and testing
has been completed [2]. (A. H. Sher)

Ge(Li) Detector Measurements — In studying possible correlations
between Ge(Li) detector performance and measurements (such as lithium
driftability and infrared response) made to determine the suitability of
germanium crystals for such detectors it has become apparent that cer-
tain detector characteristics (such as the carrier trapping lengths and
the concentration of trapping centers) must be obtained. At present,
there are no suitable experimental measurements which give direct access
to these quantities. However, these characteristics can be determined
from a model for carrier trapping in Ge(Li) detectors which is consistent
with experimental data such as gamma-ray pulse-height spectra.

To this end, several recently published theoretical models for
charge carrier trapping in semiconductor nuclear radiation detectors
[3-5] have been studied and evaluated. A major defect in two of these
models [4, 5] was found to be the assumption of a constant standard de-

viation, a, in pulse height. This assumption was also used in the earlier
calculation of Trammel and Walter [3], although they made note of this
limitation in their calculation.

Supported by the Division of Biology and Medicine, U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission. (NBS Project 4259425)
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Considerable progress has been made in extending this model to in-
clude a standard deviation in pulse-height which is a function of charge
collection efficiency and gamma-ray energy. From this, the photopeak in

the gamma-ray energy spectrum of a Ge(Li) detector can be calculated.
The calculation requires the following input data: the detector thick-
ness, the electronic noise contribution of the experimental system,
gamma-ray energy, applied bias, and the electron and hole trapping times,

These last two quantities are the only ones that can not be determined
directly. They can , however, be calculated from values of the lithium-
defect trapping cross-sections determined by Armantrout [4] and a value
of the concentration of trapping centers, which must at present be esti-
mated by trial and error.

Figure 3(a) shows photopeaks for the 662-keV gamma-rays of 137Cs

obtained experimentally on an 0.85 cm thick Ge(Li) detector operated at

biases of 1500, 500, 100, and 50 volts. A cubic spectral background has
been subtracted. Figure 3(b) shows photopeaks computed from the present
form of the model for the same experimental conditions as above and with
a lithium-defect trap concentration of 1 x 10^ cm-3 . The extent of the
agreement between experiment and the present theory can be seen by ref-
erence to Table 2.

McMath and Martini [6] have independently derived a semi-empirical
expression for the variation of a as a function of the position of ir-

radiation within the detector. Their expression for the contribution to

the peak width due to trapping of carriers, ^con 5
is proportional to

(x/d) 2
, but the constant of proportionality must be determined experi-

mentally for each detector under study. In the present model, ^co j_]_
is

also proportional to (x/d) 2 in the region where carrier trapping becomes
evident. (A. H. Sher)

Work has proceeded on the measurement of the infrared response of

Ge(Li) detectors as a function of incident photon energy and comparison

of these results with measurements of lithium driftability , etch pit

Table 2 — Gamma-Ray Photopeak Characteristics

Experimental Calculated

3ias FWHM FWTM PHD H FWHM FWTM PHD

(V) (keV) FWHM" keV % (keV) FWM keV %

1500 2.4 2.00 0.6 0.09 1.00 2.53 1.98 0.6 0.09 1.00

500 2.7 2.07 2.6 0.39 0.73 2.94 2.04 2.1 0.32 0.80

100 6.8 2.69 7.1 1.07 0.23 6.25 3.12 7.6 1.14 0.28

50 11.5 2.86 13.6 2.06 0.09 11.19 3.04 14.6 2.20 0.14

FWHM = full -width at half-maximum
FWTM = full-width at 1/10-maximum
FHD = pulse-height defect = 662 keV - energy of photopeak maximum

H = height of photopeak relative to that obtained at 1500 V.
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Fig. 3 Gamma-ray photopeaks for 137Cs obtained with an 8.5-mm thick Ge(Li) detector
operated at biases of 1500 V (A), 500 V (B) , 100 V (C) , and 50 V (D)

.

a: Spectra observed experimentally on Ge(Li) detector 213.
b: Spectra computed from the model with an assumed lithium-defect trap concen-

tration of 1 x 10 11 cm-3 .
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distribution, and detector gamma-ray response. Several germanium crystals

recently examined showed apparent lithium-defect trapping centers at con-

centrations at least an order of magnitude below those of crystals pre-

viously observed. These infrared response results were in general agree-

ment with measured lithium- loss time constants greater than 1000 hours.

However, two of three crystals showed etch pit distribution patterns

similar to the type that has been reported to indic'ate the presence of

traps [7]. The gamma-ray response characteristics of Ge(Li) detectors

fabricated from these crystals indicated that trapping was not significant.

This was in agreement with the infrared response and driftability tests,

but not with the observed etch pit distribution.
(A. H. Sher, W. J. Keery, and H. E. Dyson)

A study has begun of the effects of various etching solutions com-
monly used in detector fabrication on surface properties of Ge(Li) diodes
and of the stability of lithium in the drifted region. The scanning
electron microscope is being used to study the effects of etching solu-
tions on the germanium surface and to determine the location of various
impurities found on the surface.

(E. A. Simmons, W. J. Keery, H. E. Dyson, and A. H. Sher)

Standardization Activities — The second draft of a series of test
procedures for the purposes of evaluation and comparison of Ge(Li) de-

tectors has been prepared for the IEEE Nuclear Instruments and Detectors
Committee. These procedures are also under consideration by Working
Group 9 on Radiation Detectors of the International Electrotechnical
Commission. (A. H. Sher and J. A. Coleman)

Plans : Study and correlation of measurements of lithium driftabil-
ity, infrared response, and distribution of etch pits, three of the most
promising methods for characterizing germanium for Ge(Li) detectors, will
continue with the aim of developing one or more of these methods into a

meaningful test for the rapid and proper specification of detector-
grade germanium. To aid in the evaluation of these methods, measurement
and interpretation of Ge(Li) detector ^characteristics with standard exper-

imental methods and theoretical models will be continued.
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METHODS OF MEASUREMENT FOR SEMICONDUCTOR PROCESSING

3.1 METALLIZATION EVALUATION

Objective: To improve methods for measuring the properties of thin
metal films with initial emphasis on adhesion of aluminum metallization
deposited on various substrates.

Progress : A series of scratch test measurements was conducted with
the previously described balance apparatus to determine the reproduci-
bility of measurements based on the threshold failure criterion (NBS

Tech. Note 527, pp. 23-25). In each case, four sets of twenty scratches
were made on a film with the same stylus according to the pattern shown
in Fig. 4. The results of measurements made on a fully-aged, highly ad-

herent aluminum film deposited on a quartz substrate are shown in Fig. 5.

The analysis of these measurements is summarized in Table 3. The relative
sample standard deviation for the grand mean is 2.8 percent. If the data
are assumed to be normally distributed it can be asserted with 95 percent
confidence that the relative standard deviation of the entire population
is less than 8.2 percent.

The apparatus and the threshold failure concept were evaluated at

low loads with the use of gold films evaporated on glass. This system is

known to exhibit low film adhesion; aging effects have not been observed.
On scratching with a diamond stylus, nominal radius 4-5 urn, it was found
that at a loading of 1 g the stylus skips along the gold film leaving a

series of uniformly spaced short tracks that do not penetrate the film.

As the stylus meets the gold film, it digs into the film leaving a track;

after a very short distance, the stylus plows up gold in front of it.

Since this plowed-up gold is work hardened, the stylus cannot push it a-

side, but rather rides over the hillock by forcing the film, slide, and
balance platform down. As the balance returns to its equilibrium posi-
tion, the film again engages the stylus and the process repeats itself.
Because the balance is frequently away from its equilibrium position, the
load at any observed failure may differ from the balance setting. Under
these conditions the failure load cannot be determined. Similar skipping
behavior was observed when scratching with a tungsten-carbide stylus,
nominal radius 50 urn, at a loading of 1 g on a freshly deposited aluminum
film, except that the tracks were longer and the frequency lower in keep-
ing with the fact that the tensile strength of gold is much higher than
that of aluminum.

The inability of the stylus to leave a continuous scratch at low
loads is due to the finite inertia of the balance. Drastically increas-
ing the mass of the balance or reducing the scratching speed tends to re-
duce the number of tracks and increase the length of the individual
scratches. Very strong magnetic damping (5 dT) of the balance arm also
allowed the stylus to yield a quasi-continuous scratch. In these cases
the applied load differed from the balance setting. Consideration is
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Fig." 4 Scratch pattern for reproducibility test. The chronological order for the four
sets of interdigitated scratches is shown by the numbers below their positions.
The scratches in the first set are numbered 1, and so on. The successive
scratches in each set of 20 are 0.010 inch apart.

Table 3 - Analysis of Scratch Test Data

Set No. Mean Failure
Load (g)

Sample
Standard

Deviation (g)

1 12.05 i 0.65

2 12.10 ± 0.05

3 11.86 ± 0.14

4 12.65 ± 0.09

Grand Mean 12.16 ± 0.34
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being given to the effect of reducing the inertia of the system on the
skipping behavior. One means of accomplishing this is to mount the
stylus on the moving element of a pressure transducer and hold the film
and substrate in a fixed position. The transducer has a very low inertia
and therefore, if the stylus is disturbed from its equilibrium position,
it is expected to return to that position with negligible delay.

A systematic microscopic examination of scratches made with differ-
ent styli was undertaken to observe the points of failure in detail. Al-
though no general conclusions about the nature of the failure points can
be drawn as yet , it can be stated with certainty that each stylus leaves
a characteristic scratch pattern. When scratching with a smooth stylus,
it has been observed that previous accidental scratches are covered over
with the aluminum moved about by the stylus . Evidence of the earlier
disturbance is not visible in the new track. Threshold adhesion failure
has not been observed at these disturbances.

(W. K. Croll and J. Oroshnik)

Plans : Additional aged and fresh aluminum films will be tested with
diamond styli to obtain additional information on the reproducibility of
the scratch test. The scratch test apparatus will be modified to accept
a transducer device to reduce the inertia of the system. This system
will then be used at low loads to determine whether the problems en-

countered in this test range are solved by the modification. Examination
of the stylus scratches and study of the points of failure will continue,
first by direct optical observation and then with the scanning electron
microscope. Diamond styli with surfaces smoother than are generally
commercially available will be obtained for scratch testing.

3.2 DIE ATTACHMENT EVALUATION

Objective: To evaluate methods for detecting poor die attachment
in semiconductor devices with initial emphasis on the determination of
the applicability of thermal measurements to this problem.

Progress: The circuit for measuring thermal resistance and transient
thermal response of low-power diodes was designed and built. The circuit
makes it possible to vary independently the length of the heating and
temperature-monitoring periods. Initial circuit check out indicated that

although the overall circuit functioned properly, the non-thermal switch-
ing transients following the termination of the heating power pulse were
excessive.

The design and fabrication of a heat sink to control the diode

temperature during the various electrical measurements was also begun.
(F. F. Oettinger and R. L. Gladhill)
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a: Reverse characteristic. b: Forward characteristic.
'

Fig. 6 Voltage-current characteristics of a typical diode fabricated for the study of
voids in die attachment.

b: Section through a void area of a
bonded diode. Magnification: 60 X.

a: Uncapped diode. Magnification: 7 X.

Fig. 7 Photomicrographs of diode chips.
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Diode chips, 0.0 50- in. square, were bonded to TO- 5 headers and
electrically characterized. Voltage-current characteristics of a typical
diode are shown in Fig. 6. Reverse breakdown voltages from 25 to 50 V
were obtained. The typical small signal conductance at a forward current
of 200 mA and a case temperature of 25°C was approximately 0.1 mhos.
Further studies are now under way to improve the small signal conductance
as well as to increase the yield of devices with a reverse breakdown volt-
age of about 50 V. The temperature coefficient of the forward voltage at
fixed current levels of 0.25, 0.40, and 1.0 mA was found to be approxi-

mately -2.3 mV/deg C for case temperatures of 25 to 100°C.
(T. F. Leedy, R. L. Gladhill, and F. F. Oettinger)

An improved method of incorporating controlled voids into the die
attachment system was studied. It was found that use of a spherical
grinding tool to remove the gold plating from a well defined area on the
header did not give repeatable results because a burr formed on the per-
iphery of the void area. In the improved technique, an ultrasonic
grinding technique is used to produce the void area. A photomicrograph
of a bonded diode sectioned through the void area, shown in Fig. 7, in-
dicates that the burr problem is greatly reduced. Before sectioning,
radiographic analysis indicated that a void was present under the chip.

(T. F. Leedy)

Plans : Debugging of the thermal resistance and transient thermal
response measuring equipment to minimize the non-thermal switching tran-
sients will be undertaken. A sample-and-hold unit to measure the tem-
perature-sensitive parameter of the diodes under test will be built.
Fabrication of the temperature controlled heat sink for unencapsulated
test devices will be completed. Initial measurements of diode thermal
resistance and transient thermal response will then be made. Additional
diodes with controlled voids will be fabricated.

3.3 WIRE BOND EVALUATION

Objective: To survey and evaluate methods for characterizing wire
bond systems in semiconductor devices and where necessary to improve
existing methods or develop new methods in order to detect more reliably
those bonds which eventually will fail.

Progress : A statistical evaluation of the effect of varying ultra-
sonic power, pressure, and bonding time on the pull strength of aluminum-
aluminum ultrasonic wire bonds was completed. A regular check-out pro-
cedure that includes the use of a statistical control chart for the bond-

ing machine has been established and is in daily use. Studies of the
effect of movement of the bonding tool with respect to the work stage
during bonding continued. Additional studies of bond lift-off patterns
were made with the scanning electron microscope.
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Fig. 8 Measured bond strength as a function of pull rate.
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Fig. 10 Typical curve of bond pull strength as a function of a bonding machine parameter.
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Initial tests of the effect of varying the rate of pull on results
from the bond pull test showed that for steady pull rates between 1.0 and
12.5 gf/s the rate has no significant effect on the measured value of
bond pull strength. Preliminary tests made with various bond-to-bond
spacings and loop heights on single-level bonds showed variations in the
measured pull strength which could generally be accounted for by analysis
of the forces involved. However, the results obtained on two-step bonds
could not be explained in this way.

A sensitive displacement gage was developed for the wire indentation

tester, the new wire bond pull tester was completed and placed into oper-

ation, and a ball bonder was modified for use with gold ribbon wire.

Work on the bibliography and critical review survey paper continued.

Direct assistance to sponsors on problems related to characteri-

sation of ultrasonic bonding machines continued with visits to several

commercial production lines and equipment manufacturers.

Pull Test Evaluation — The effect of varying the rate of pull on the
measured bond strength as determined by the pull test was studied with a

series of single-level bonds on special bonding substrates (NBS Tech.
Note 527, pp. 29-41). The loop height was 0.015 in. and the bond-to-
bond spacing was 0.040 in. All bonds were made with identical machine
settings in sequence by one operator. The bonds were then pulled to
destruction at rates from 1.0 to 12.5 gf/s. A group of 10 bond pairs was
pulled at each rate. The results, shown in Fig. 8, are the mean values
of the pull strength with 95 percent confidence intervals for the mean.
The slope of the curve was determined to be essentially zero. Therefore,
it was concluded that the rate of pull has no effect on the resultant
value of bond pull strength for the conditions of these measurements. It

should be pointed out that some bond pulling machines which are used in

the industry jerk the bond up. In this case the pull rate could be an
order of magnitude faster than the 12.5 gf/s rate studied. The bond
pulling apparatus used in this laboratory was not able to simulate a jerk
test and the above results can not be extrapolated for rates outside the
reported range.

The effect of varying the bond-to-bond spacing d, the loop height h,

or the height of one bond over the other H, (see Fig. 9) on the pull
strength was also investigated. Bonds were made with various values of

the geometric parameter under consideration while keeping the other param-

eters as constant as possible. Each group of five similar bond pairs'1

*

was pulled to destruction and the pull strengths plotted as a function of

+ The selection of five bond pairs per group is based on statistical
considerations regarding the estimation of the mean of a population
from a single sample (see M. G. Natrella, Experimental Statistics^ NBS
Handbook 91, August 1, 1963, p. 2-10).
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the varied parameter. The results indicate that all three of the vari-
ables, d, h, and H, have a significant effect on the value obtained for
pull strength. For tests on single-level bonds (H = 0) preliminary re-
sults obtained when varying the values of d or h are generally consistent

with the results obtained by an analysis of the mechanical forces involved;
the pull strength varies directly with h and inversely with d (NBS Tech.
Note 555, pp. 31-35). However, preliminary results obtained when two-
level bonds are made and H is varied, suggest that the resultant pull
strength does not vary in the manner predicted by a simple analysis of
the forces. (K. 0. Leedy and D. R. Ricks)

Characterization of Ultrasonic Bonding Systems — The effect of
varying ultrasonic power,- pressure, and time on the pull strength of both
first and second aluminum- aluminum ultrasonic bonds was determined. Each
parameter was adjusted independently and the optimum setting for each
parameter was selected by a statistical analysis of the pull strength
data. The values of the bonding machine parameters chosen as optimum
were not selected on the basis of the highest pull strength but rather
on the basis of those settings that resulted in bonds with the most re-

producible pull strengths.

A typical curve obtained when varying the value of a single parameter
on the bonding machine used in this study is shown in Fig. 10. In region
A, bond deformation normally is small and the mode of failure tends to be
bond lift-off. Machine operation in this region was not selected since
minor changes in such uncontrolled quantities as wire hardness. or power
supply frequency could shift the conditions to those of the steep end of
the curve with a resulting sudden drop in pull strength. Region C rep-
resents an area of excessive deformation and, therefore, typically weak
bonds. The point of operation was chosen to be the middle of region B

for each parameter studied since small changes in other variables, such
as machine drift, metallization differences, and incremental differences
in wire hardness, affect pull strength least in this region.

A check-out procedure for the bonding machine has now been estab-

lished and is implemented each work-day morning. The ultrasonic power
supply is tuned for the desired vibration amplitude of the bonding tool
tip with the use of the previously described magnetic detector (NBS Tech.

Note 555, pp. 29-30). Five bond pairs are made and pulled to destruc-
tion. The pull strength results are recorded, and the average value and

sample standard deviation for the set are determined. Over a period of

three weeks, the average wire bond pull strength was 8.9 grams force

(87 mN). The sample standard deviation varied between 0.25 and 0.85 grams.

It should be noted that these bonds are single-level bonds made under
ideal conditions and that they are neither annealed or environmentally
tested before being pulled.
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force (2.4, and 8.3 mN). The standard deviation is of particular inter-

est since the small value indicates that the bonding process is being
carried out reproducibly . Further evidence of the reproducibility is the
fact that the mode of failure is always a break at the heel of the first
bond. These results support the conclusion that the machine parameters
and other variables are under sufficient control that bonds made on this
bonding machine with the chosen operating conditions are satisfactory for
use in studies of the pull test. Such bonds were used in the tests des-
cribed above.

Studies have continued on the detrimental effects of motion of the
bonding tool with respect to the work stage during bonding. Examples of
lift-off patterns for bonds made while the work stage had a sideways mo-
tion of less than 0.0005 in. (13 um) are shown in Fig. 11. This amount
of motion has been frequently observed in typical bonding machine in-
stallations on commercial production lines . While the effects of the

motion are clearly apparent when the pattern is examined with a scanning
electron microscope, they would be difficult to recognize from examina-
tion with an optical microscope. (K. 0. Leedy)

A report which describes in detail methods for tuning and trouDle-
shooting ultrasonic wire bonding machines with the use of a capacitor
microphone or a magnetic detector was prepared and is now being editor-
ially reviewed.

Several trips were made to commercial production lines and other in-
stallations at the request of a sponsor. In each visit capacitor micro-
phone and magnetic detector equipment were used to characterize the ultra-

sonic wire bonding equipment. A complete magnetic detector together with
its mounting fixture was sent to a sponsor for evaluation.

(G. G. Harman and H. K. Kessler)

Scanning Electron Microscopy — Scanning electron microscope studies
of bond lift-off patterns have continued in an effort to understand the
detailed mechanisms of ultrasonic wire bond formation. A photomicrograph
of an ultrasonic aluminum wire bond lift-off pattern that was obtained by
carefully peeling off a bond is shown in Fig. 12. It reveals the typical
pattern of a normal ultrasonic weld made with one type of bonder that has
been investigated. The center portion of the bond is generally not
welded. It is estimated that most of the strength of such bonds is due

to the relatively large welded area at the heel and toe of the bond. The

photomicrograph of Fig. 13 displays the same features, but shows both the

partially removed wire and the pad.

Bond lift-off patterns have been observed in commercial devices in-

tended for high-reliability applications. One example that reveals the
absence of welding in the center of the bond is shown in Fig. 14-. The

original bond apparently had lifted off and a second bond was made to the
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a: Magnification: 460 X. b: Magnification: 475 X.

Fig. 11. SEM photomicrographs of lift-off patterns of bonds made with moderate
(<0.0005 in.) sideways motion of the work stage during bonding. In both cases,

some sideways tearing of the bond is evident. Additional evidence of motion in

case a is the incomplete wire-to-metallization imprint on the left side of the

pattern, and in case b, the smoothing of a portion of the normally rough weld
surface.

Fig. 12 SEM photomicrograph of the lift-off
pattern of a normal bond made under
laboratory conditions. The pattern,
which clearly reveals the unwelded
center portion of the bonded region,
was exposed by carefully peeling
back the bond. Magnification: 510 X.

Fig. 13 SEM photomicrograph of the lift-off
pattern of a partially removed bond
made under laboratory conditions. A
similar pattern can be observed on
both the wire and the pad. Again
the center portion of the bonded
region is not welded. Magnifica-
tion: 900 X.
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Fig. 14 SEM photomicrograph of a bond and

^^ bonding pad from a commercial device^^ Chat reveals the typical unwelded
area noted in bonds made under lab-
oratory conditions. The device was
intended for high reliability appli-
cation. The photomicrograph shows
a probe mark (A) and rebond (B)

.

The original bond (C) apparently
lifted off because it was weakened
by forward motion of the bonding
tool. Magnification: 520 X.

Fig. 15 SEM photomicrograph of a bond and

^^. bonding pad from a commercial device
that reveals sideways bonding tool
motion. The device was intended
for high reliability application.
The original bond (A) lifted off
because of underbonding. The snail
deformation of the rebonded wire
(B) suggests that the bonding
schedule used in making this device
was in region A of Fig. 10. An
electrical test probe mark is also
visible (C). Magnification: 540 X.

Hi 01

H

Fig. 16 SEM photomicrograph of a bond and

.^^g bonding pad from a commercial de-
vice that has a very small bonding
pad. The device was intended for
high reliability application. The
lift off of the original bond (A)

may have been caused by overbonding
or poor metallization. Magnifi-
cation: 475 x.
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Fig. 17 SEM photomicrograph of a. gold thermocompression ball bond made

with ribbon wire. Magnification: 460 X.

Fig. 18 Automatic wire bond pulling equipment.
A — X-y recorder for automatic data recording.
B — Gram gage with magnetic sensing device.
C — Optical microscope.
D — Pedestal for mounting bonds to be pulled.
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pad. A possible cause for the lift off appears to be an abnormal front-
to-back motion of the bonding tool with respect to the work stage that
presumably occurs near the end of the bonding cycle

.

Another example of a lift off from another type of device intended
for high-reliability application is shown in Fig. 15. Sideways motion
of the bonding tool relative to the work stage is evident in the lift-off
pattern. Its smooth appearance is typical of underbonding (NBS Tech.
Note 527, p. 42). This combined with the very small deformation of the
rebonded wire suggests that the bonding schedule used for these bonds was
in the normally strong but unstable region A of Fig. 10.

A lift-off pattern that shows evidence of overbonding (such as ex-

cessive power or time) or poor metallization is shown in Fig. 16. The

difficulties of rebonding to a very small pad without causing an electri-
cal short are also obvious from this example. (K. 0. Leedy)

Equipment Improvement — A sensitive displacement sensor was developed
for the wire indentation tester that determines the extent of deformation
of the wire under a fixed load at periodic intervals. The sensor consists
of a combination of a magnetic detector (NBS Tech. Note 555, pp. 29-30)

and a tape recorder head to which an 80 kHz signal is applied. The out-
put of the magnetic detector is amplitude modulated by the displacement
it undergoes as the wire is deformed. The output signal varies linearly
up to 50 mV for indentation of 0.001 in. (25 urn)

.

Besides use in the wire tester, such a simple system can be used for

a variety of applications that require accurate displacement and vibration
measurement. One such application is to measure relative movement between
different parts of a bonding machine during the actual bonding process.

The wire feed and thermal control mechanisms of two thermocompression
ball-bonders were rebuilt and one unit was modified to permit ball bonds

to be made with gold ribbon wire. One feature of ribbon wire bonds is

that they tend not to be damaged or scratched by the capillary during

bonding as shown in the photomicrograph in Fig. 17. (H. K. Kessler)

A new bond puller, pictured with its associated electronic equipment
in Fig. 18, was completed. The puller was designed so that the bond pull
rate could be varied by a factor of more than 10. The pull strength, in

grams force, is read out by picking up the signal from an open core trans-

former driven by a 3 kHz sine wave with a magnetic detector. The arrange-
ment is similar to that described above for the wire tester. Data are

plotted on an x-y recorder as straight lines with length in the y-

direction proportional to the output signal. After each bond is pulled,

the recorder pen is stepped along the x-axis . The new wire pulling sys-

tem has increased both the speed and accuracy of wire bond pulling and

data recording; thus the yield of data in the bond pulling study has been

increased significantly. (H. K. Kessler and A. W. Stallings)
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Bibliography and Critical Review — Preparation of both the bibliog-
raphy on wire bond evaluation methods and the critical review survey
paper is continuing. (H. A. Schafft and E. C. Cohen)

Plans: The laser interferometer system will be completed and used
for an absolute measurement of bonding tool vibration amplitude . Evalu-
ation of ultrasonic bonding machines will continue; further assistance
will be given to sponsors in connection with problems encountered on
production lines. Statistical studies for optimizing bonding parameters
for two-level bonds will be continued. Experiments for the purpose of
evaluating the importance of bonding machine parameters with respect to
bond pull strength will be continued. Experimental and statistical
analysis of significant factors in the bond pull test will continue.
Studies of the effect of motion of the bonding tool relative to the work
stage during bonding will continue. Work on the wire tester will continue.
Work on the critical review and on compilation of the bibliography will
continue.

3.4- PROCESSING FACILITY

Objective: To establish a microelectronic fabrication laboratory
with the facilities and procedures necessary for the production of spe-
cialized silicon devices for use in research on measurement methods.

Progress: A process for the production of p-channel metal-oxide-
semiconductor (MOS) devices was developed in cooperation with another
government agency to determine the feasibility of producing MOS devices
with the present fabrication facility and to gain experience with thin
oxides. A test chip that consisted of approximately 150 MOS transistors,
15 capacitors, and four diffused resistors arranged to simulate various
logic functions was selected for fabrication. Gates, buffers, static and
dynamic shift registers, and inverters are available on the chip. This

allows the measurement of such characteristics as threshold voltages

,

conductor factor, propagation time, and circuit speed. The entire chip
is designed for double-phase clocking at approximately 800 kHz.

The p-diffusion process was developed to yield a nominal sheet re-
sistance of 150 ft/square at a junction depth of 2.5 urn for the sources
and drains of the devices in 1 fi-cm n-type silicon. The dry oxidation of
the gate and capacitor areas was designed to grow a 0.12-ym thick oxide
with low contamination. The metallization consisted of thermally evap-
orated aluminum, 0.7-ym thick. Initially the most troublesome problem
encountered was that of masking errors. However, for the good devices,
threshold voltages of 3 to 4 V were routinely obtained; some devices ob-

tained exhibited thresholds as low as 0.6 V. Rise and fall times were
less than 0.5 and 2.0 ys, respectively.
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A new furnace has been installed to heat treat metallization to im-
prove the production of bonding pads for wire bond evaluatior studies.
New fixturing was designed and installed in an evaporator for aluminum
depositions. The wafers are coated from various angles to assure a more
uniform thickness and sufficient metal over oxide steps.

A computer program was written to calculate the thickness of an oxide
film as a function of time and growth conditions. This provides a simple
means of determining oxidation procedures to obtain a specific thickness
for masking purposes. (T. F. Leedy and J. Krawczyk)

Plans: During the next quarter work will continue on MOS devices
with special emphasis on measurement of surface state charge.

3.5 NASA MEASUREMENT METHODS

Objective : To review existing semiconductor test method standards
for materials and process control measurements and to prepare interim
test methods in a standard format as may be appropriate

.

Progress: The review of NASA test methods [1] was completed. An
extensive table was prepared that lists the various test methods, the
references in the line certification document [2], and equivalent ASTM
tests where these are available. The test precision required for line
certification and the precision attainable by the test were also listed
for those tests where these have been established. It was found that
equivalent ASTM tests that incorporate precision statements are, in most
cases, adequate for the purposes of line certification where specified.
However, tests were cited in the line certification document with neither
specific precision nor reproducibility requirements. Frequently values
of certain quantities were required but no test methods were given.

(W. M. Bullis)

Plans : Because of the closing of the Electronics Research Center,
the extent of interest in this activity at other NASA centers will be in-
vestigated before continuing the work.

3.6 REFERENCES

3.5 NASA Measurement Methods

1. "Test Standards for Microcircuits ," Draft of NASA-STD-XX-3, October

1, 1969.

2. "Line Certification Requirements for Microcircuits," NHB 5300.4 (3C).

Available from Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing

Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.
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4. METHODS OF MEASUREMENT FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

4.1 THERMAL PROPERTIES OF DEVICES

Objective : To evaluate and, if necessary, improve electrical meas-
urement techniques for determining the thermal characteristics of semi-
conductor devices.

Progress : The literature search for methods to measure thermal re-
sistance and transient thermal response Of semiconductor devices was
continued. Key words were assigned to a number of relevant articles on
thermal properties. The first draft of the survey paper on thermal meas-
urements of semiconductor devices is nearing completion.

(M. Sigman and F. F. Oettinger)

Problems associated with non-thermal switching effects in the meas-
urement of thermal resistance of medium-power, bipolar transistors have
been discussed previously (NBS Tech. Note 555, pp. 42-44). Work was
undertaken to isolate these problems and reduce the effects of switching
to various power levels during the measurement of thermal resistance.
The result of lowering the source impedance of the base measuring current,
improving the collector and base switching circuits, and improving the
overdrive recovery capabilities of the high-gain differential comparator
•amplifier used to measure the base-emitter voltage, Vg£ , was to substan-
tially improve the precision of the measurement.

It was also found that the error sometimes obtained when measuring
the base-emitter voltage, Vg£, during calibration or under low-heating
power conditions could be eliminated by calibrating the device under
dynamic operating conditions. During calibration the device is switched
alternately from a low-power operating mode to the calibration mode.

An independent sample-and-hold unit was built to measure Vg£. Meas-
urements made with the sample-and-hold unit were compared with measure-
ments made with an oscilloscope and the improved high-gain, differential-
comparator amplifier. It was found that the two techniques yielded values
of Vgg which agreed to within 2 mV for collector voltages ranging from 1

to 100 V for the type of transistor tested. However, when the two meas-
uring techniques were used to read the collector-emitter voltage , Vqj? ,

after the collector was opened during the measuring interval, the compar-
ator amplifier was overdriven and indicated voltage switching transients
up to 70 mV at 10 us after switching, while the sample-and-hold unit in-
dicated a constant voltage of approximately 24 mV for collector voltages
ranging from 1 to 100 V. This demonstrates that extreme care must be
taken to ensure that the switching conditions being measured are not
masked by inherent overdrive limitations of the comparator amplifier.
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A new heat sink with a beryllium oxide washer to electrically iso-

late the device under test from the temperature-controlled portion of

the heat sink was completed. Although the thermal response of the system
is slowed by the presence of the insulator, the heat sink appears to
operate satisfactorily.

Studies of the use of common-emixter current gain, hpp, as an in-
dicator of hot-spot formation in medium-power transistors were continued.
A circuit that senses abrupt decreases in Vq£ and then diverts the col-
lector current from the device under test to protect it from catastrophic
second-breakdown failure was incorporated into the hpp measurement system
to permit the collector-emitter voltage to be increased to the point
where second breakdown occurs. It was found that the abrupt decrease in
hpp related to the formation of a hot spot occurred at V^p levels well
below those needed for second breakdown. In some instances the hot spot
formed under operating conditions within the rated safe operating area
of the device. (S. Rubin and F. F. Oettinger)

Thermographic measurements made with temperature-sensitive phosphors
verified that the abrupt decrease in hpp coincides with the sudden for-
mation of a hot spot. These measurements have also shown that for de-

vices in which hpp goes through a. broad maximum as Vqp is increased, the
surface temperature of the device also increases gradually and the con-

stricted area is much larger than the hot spot formed when hpp decreases
abruptly. Devices which exhibit the broad maximum are also free of the

"thermal hysteresis" which often accompanies the abrupt decrease in hpp.

The term "thermal hysteresis," as applied to current constriction and
hot-spot formation in a transistor, describes the tendency of a localized
hot spot, once formed, to remain even though the power dissipation is re-

duced to a level at which operation was previously free of hot spots.

Such hot spots can be eliminated only by reducing the power to a level

significantly lower than the level which first caused the hot spot to

appear. (G. J. Robers , F. F. Oettinger, and L. R. Williams)

Plans : The literature search and work on the bibliography will con-

tinue. The first draft of the review paper on steady-state thermal re-

sistance measurements will be completed.

Further tests will be made to determine the optimum base drive cir-
cuit for the thermal resistance measurements on transistors. A study
will also be undertaken to extend the measurement of thermal resistance
to collector voltages above 100 V. Thermal resistance of a number of
transistors will be measured and the results compared with results ob-
tained from thermographic phosphor measurements.

The investigation of the thermal hysteresis phenomenon will continue.

Attempts will be made to formulate a theoretical model for the thermal

hysteresis cycle.
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4.2 THERMOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS

Objective : To evaluate the utility of thermographic techniques for
detection of hot spots and measurement of temperature distribution in
semiconductor devices.

Progress : Temperature calibration of the phosphors continued but
was not completed as expected because of extensive work on devices during
the quarter (see Section 4.1). Malfunction "ng of the infrared microscope
prevented comparative studies of spatial resclution. The microscope has
been returned to the manufacturer for repair. The ultraviolet illumin-
ation system was modified to permit the use of miniature, variable-
intensity bulbs to improve the control of the level of illumination on

the phosphors. (G. J. Rogers, F. F. Oett.^'nger, and L. R. Williams)

Plans : Study of various properties of the phosphors will be contin-
ued as permitted by device work. When the infrared microscope becomes
available, it will be used to verify the results of the phosphor measure-
ments .

4.3 MICROWAVE DEVICE MEASUREMENTS

Objective: To study the problems and uncertainties associated with
measurement of microwave device properties and to improve the methods for
measuring the characteristics of these devices.

Progress: The r-f section of an experimental X-band microwave mixer
measurement circuit is nearly complete. Calibration and tuning procedures
are being developed. Design of the associated i-f system has begun. The
preliminary review of the measurement methods for microwave diodes pro-
posed for inclusion in MIL-STD-750, Test Method for Semiconductor Devices
has been completed. The survey of transistor measurement requirement has
been deferred temporarily.

Mixer Diodes — Most of the components for the r-f section of an ex-

perimental X-band microwave mixer measurements circuit have been assembled.
Only the standard mixer remains to be added. The r-f section of the cir-

cuit, shown in Fig. 19, is intended for testing 1N23 type mixer diodes at

a local oscillator frequency of 9.375 GHz. The circuit is designed to

permit nearly simultaneous measurement of all mixer and system parameters
which contribute to overall receiver sensitivity. In addition it permits
direct measurement of the sensitivity and thus yields a mutually consis-
tent set of parameters. In addition it is possible to measure some of the
parameters by two or more different methods nearly simultaneously to allow
controlled comparisons of different measurement methods to be made.

The r-f section contains several features that are desirable for
precision mixer measurements:
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The circuitry in the upper left of Fig. 19 provides a highly
stable, spectrally pure local oscillator. The klystron is

phase-locked to a crystal-controlled oscillator by means of the
oscillator synchronizer. The low pass filter is used to reject
harmonics, and the band pass filter is used to reject noise side
bands around 30 MHz on- either side of the local oscillator fre-
quency. The precision attentuator may be used for incremental
conversion loss measurements or for calibration of the modu-
lator.

Side bands that simulate an i-f signal can be impressed on the
local oscillator by means of the modulator shown in the upper
right of Fig. 19. When the modulator is in use, the power
flow through the switch is shown by the broken curved arrows

.

When the modulator is bypassed, the power flow through the
switch is shown by the solid curved arrows.
Random noise from an argon gas-discharge noise source may be
added to the local oscillator through the upper of the two
adjacent hybrid tees shown in the middle of the figure. A low
pass filter is used with the noise source because of the possi-
bility of spurious mixer response in the vicinity of harmonics
of the local oscillator. For calibration, the noise source,
its filter and switch, the two adjacent hybrid tees and their
associated isolators, and all the components between the lower
tee and the mixer can be removed from the circuit as a unit
without altering the noise available to the mixer port.

The correct available local oscillator power level, 1 mW for
the 1N23, is established by means of the calibrated bolometer
and precision power meter which can be inserted in the circuit
in place of the mixer. The power level is monitored during the
mixer measurements by means of the power meter, bolometer, and
level-set attenuator shown in the center of the figure. Since
the hybrid tees which couple these components to the rest of the

circuit do not provide perfect isolation between the bolometer

and the mixer, the initial power setting and subsequent readings
must be accomplished with the gate in the mixer arm closed to

provide a reproducible reflection independent of the mixer or

the calibrated bolometer. The gate may also be closed to zero
the precision power meter when the calibrated bolometer is

attached to the circuit.
The reflection coefficient of the mixer at the local oscillator
frequency can be measured with an integral reflectometer, most
of whose components are shown in the lower left of Fig 19

Nulling of the galvanometer, with the load element slid into
the sliding load body adjacent to the mixer, is accomplished
with the phase shifter and level-set attenuator connected to the
top port of the upper hybrid tee. With this arrangement, the
galvanometer may be nulled without disturbing the mixer source
immittance which has been established previously. As a result,
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an iterative tuning procedure is not used. The low pass filter
before the tunable detector rejects harmonics of the local os-
cillator frequency generated by the mixer.

6. Correct measurement of available local oscillator power, r-f
noise temperature , and all mixer parameters depends on the
establishment of a line match for the mixer source immittance.
The immittance seen by the mixer r-f port is, in this case, that
of the length of precisely made WR90/RG52 waveguide of the
sliding load body. The line match is established with the aux-
iliary reflectometer shown in the lower right of Fig. 19. Al-
though the auxiliary reflectometer is presently intended only
as a line match indicator at the local oscillator frequency,
for which condition a galvanometer null is obtained, modifica-
tions that make it possible to establish varying degrees of mis-
match are being considered to facilitate error analysis. Other
modifications also are being considered which would enable the
mixer source immittance to be measured as a function of fre-
quency .

Procedures for tuning the reflectometers have been developed. These
are described in an informal report [1].

It is in the i-f area that the greatest problems have been experi-
enced with existing test methods. A number of possible sources of these
problems have been identified. Details of these are given in the infor-
mal report [1], Several approaches to the design of the i-f circuit are
being considered. Radiometric techniques at 30 MHz are being examined.
A method [2] for simultaneously obtaining both the gain and noise of a

two-port device is being modified for mixer application. Extension of 30

MHz noise measurement techniques to the determination of mixer i-f output
conductance is also under investigation.

Other problems, associated with (1) reproducible termination of the
mixer r-f port near harmonics of the local oscillator frequency and (2)

establishment of a good source match at the signal and image frequencies,
are also being considered. (J. M. Kenney)

A preliminary analysis of the measurement methods for microwave
diodes proposed for MIL-STD-750, Test Methods for Semiconductor Devices,
has been completed. This analysis was intended to identify potential
error sources for further investigation. Methods for measuring standing
wave ratio, i-f impedance, output noise ratio, conversion loss, and burn-
out were reviewed. An informal report containing the details of these
analyses is being prepared [3], (R. C. Powell)

This review was carried out with the cooperation of W. C. Daywitt,
W. E. Little, D. H. Russell, and W. Yates of the Electromagnetics
Division, NBS, Boulder.
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Plans: The r-f section of the measurement circuit will be completed,
calibrated, and refined. The i-f section of the measurement circuit will
be designed. Particular attention will be given to the definition of
mixer parameters and to the development of an all-noise measurement
method or set of methods.

4.4 SILICON NUCLEAR RADIATION DETECTORS'1

"

Objective : To conduct a program of research , development , and de-
vice evaluation in the - field of silicon nuclear radiation detectors with
emphasis on the improvement of detector technology, and to provide con-
sultation and specialized device fabrication services to the sponsor.

Progress : Modification of the space-simulation chamber for life-
testing of detectors was completed. Extensive pre-flight testing of
detectors for the sponsor continued. Assembly of the automated detector
storage-monitoring system continued.

Testing and Evaluation — The space-simulation chamber for life-
testing of devices for a forthcoming Pioneer F spacecraft experiment was
modified to increase its capacity from 8 to 21 detectors. Fabrication of

a baseplate to accomodate these detectors and the electrical feed-through
flanges was completed. After installation and initial bake-out, the
system was evacuated to a pressure of 10 torr, well within the desired
range for the life-testing.

Preliminary plans were made to evaluate the effects of gaseous am-
bients which may degrade the performance of exposed radiation detectors
located at the surface of a spacecraft. Hydrazine attitude thrusters on
the Pioneer F spacecraft may produce a shroud of ammonia, hydrogen, and
nitrogen vapors around the spacecraft. The pressure of these vapors on
the detector surfaces is not yet definitely known. However, it has long
been known that ammonia has a seriously detrimental effect on the low-
noise operation of detectors.

Acceptance and pre-flight testing of surface-barrier detectors for
the IMP-I and Pioneer F satellite experiments was continued. The last
piece of major equipment needed for the assembly of the detector storage-
monitoring system, a digital clock, was received in faulty operating
condition and returned to the manufacturer, causing a serious setback in

completion of the system. (B. H. Audet, J. M. Morrison, and D. M. Skopik)

t Supported by Goddard Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. (NBS Project 4254429) Irradiations were
carried out at Goddard Space Flight Center.
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The temperature dependence of leakage current and noise for several
silicon surface-barrier detectors was determined for temperatures between
-20 and +50°C. The energy resolution of these detectors was found to be
greatly improved for operation at temperatures between -20 and 0°C. With
suitable low-noise, charge sensitive preamplifiers, electron energy reso-
lution of approximately 8 keV (FWHM) at -20°C is possible.

Radiation Damage — The severe damage caused by low-energy protons on
the front, gold contact of surface-barrier detectors reported earlier
(NBS Tech. Note 555, pp. 51-53) has, in some cases, led to the decision
to reverse the detectors in their mounting aboard spaceflight experiments
and to use the rear, aluminum contact as the entrance surface for the
particles. In order to determine the effective deadlayer of this alumi-
num contact, a series of 20 detectors from four commercial suppliers was
probed with a beam of low energy protons. The thickness of the aluminum
deadlayers measured in this manner ranged from 100 to 580 ym, which is

significantly larger than the value quoted for front, gold contacts.
(Y. M. Liu)

Plans: Detectors destined for installation in flight packages
aboard the Pioneer F satellite will be given extensive, long-term testing
in the modified life-testing chamber, and the data will be compiled and
studied to observe trends in detector performance. A system will be
assembled for studying the effects of ammonia vapors on silicon detector
surfaces. New test procedures will be developed to determine the active
area and thickness of the rear contact deadlayer of Si(Li) detectors.
Pre-flight testing of Si(Li) detectors will begin. Assembly of the detec-
tor storage-monitoring system will continue. Large-diameter silicon mate-
rial will be evaluated for detector fabrication purposes. Fabrication of
a 26 cm2 (3.5 cm by 7.5 cm) rectangular Si(Li) detector will be attempted.

4.5 REFERENCES
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1. J. M. Kenney, "Microwave Mixer Measurement Methods," NBS Report in
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2. J. M. Kenney, "The Simultaneous Measurement of Gain and Noise Using
Only Noise Generators," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Techniques
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3. R. C. Powell, "Standard Measurement Methods for Microwave Devices,"
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ASTM Committee F-l; Materials for Electron Devices and Microelectronics
A. J. Baroody, Lifetime Section
F. H. Brewer, Resistivity Section
W. M. Bullis, Editor, Subcommittee 4, Semiconductor Crystals; Leaks,

Resistivity, Mobility, Dielectrics, and Compound Semiconductors
Sections

J. A. Coleman, Secretary, Sub-committee V, Semiconductor Processing
Materials

J. R. Ehrstein, Resistivity, Epitaxial Resistivity, and Epitaxial
Thickness Sections

J. C. French, Committee Editor
T. F. Leedy, Photoresist Section
R. L. Mattis , Lifetime Section
J. Oroshnik, Thick Films and Photomasking Sections; Chairman, Thin

Films Sections
W. E. Phillips, Crystal Perfection, Encapsulation, Thin Films, and

Thick Films Sections; Chairman, Lifetime Section
A. H. Sher, Germanium Section
M. Sigman, Editor, Subcommittee 5, Semiconductor Processing Materi-

als
W. R. Thurber, Mobility, Germanium, and Impurities in Semiconductors

Sections

Electronic Industries Association:
F. F. Oettinger, Associate Member, MED 32, Active Digital Circuits;

Task Group 41.6, Thermal Considerations, MED 41, Physical
Characterization Requirements

Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (EIA-NEMA):

J. M. Kenney, Microwave Diode Measurements, JS-3, UHF and Microwave
Diodes

F. F. Oettinger, Thermal Resistance Measurements, JS-1, Rectifier
Diodes; Technical Advisor, JS-14, Thyristors; JS-2, Signal
Diodes; JS-9, Low Power Transistors

R. C. Powell, Microwave Diode Measurement, JS-3, UHF and Microwave
Diodes; Task Group on Transistor Scattering Parameter
Measurement Standards, JS-9, Low Power Transistors

S. Rubin, Chairman, Council Task Group on Galvanomagnetic Devices
H. A. Schafft, Consultant on Second Breakdown Specifications, JS-6,

Power Transistors

IEEE Electron Devices Group:
J. C. French, Standards Committee
J. M. Kenney, Chairman, Standards Committee Task Group on Microwave

Solid State Devices II (Mixer and Video Detector Diodes)
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IEEE Nuclear Science Group :

J. A. Coleman, Administrative Committee; Nuclear Instruments and
Detectors Committee; Editorial Board, Transactions on Nuclear
Science; Chairman, 1970 Nuclear Science Symposium

A. H. Sher, Technical Program Committee, 1970 Nuclear Science
Symposium

IEEE Magnetics Group:

S. Rubin, Chairman, Galvanomagnetic Standards Subcommittee

IEC TC+7, Semiconductor Devices and Integrated Circuits:
F. F. Oettinger, U. S. Experts Advisory Committee
S. Rubin, Technical Expert, Galvanomagnetic Devices; U. S. Specialist

for Working Group 5 on Hall Devices and Magnetoresistive Devices

NAS-NRC Ad Hoc Panel on Radiation Detectors and Associated Circuitry:
J. A. Coleman

NMAB Ad Hoc Committee on Electronic Materials and Devices:
W. M. Bullis
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SOLID-STATE TECHNOLOGY & FABRICATION SERVICES

Technical services in areas of competence are provided to other NBS
activities and other government agencies as they are requested. Usually
these are short-term, specialized services that cannot be obtained
through normal commercial channels. Such services provided during the
last quarter are listed below and indicate the kinds of technology avail-
able to the program.

1. Radiation detectors — (A. H. Sher and B. H. Audet)
a. Assistance with reprocessing and mounting of germanium

gamma-ray detectors was provided for the Nuclear Spectros-
copy and Radioactivity Sections.

b. Fifteen Si(Li) rectangular radiation detectors with active
areas of 5.0 cm2 and sensitive thicknesses of 1.0 mm were
fabricated for the Nuclear Spectroscopy Section. Work was
begun on cutting isolation grooves in one of these devices
to make a position sensitive array of up to 50 independent
counters, as a prototype of a larger device to follow.

2. Sectioning and plating — (H. A. Briscoe)
Transistors were sectioned, polished, and stained to reveal
cross-sectional geometries and small piece parts were gold
or indium plated for other groups in the Electronic Tech-
nology Division.

3. Quartz and glass fabrication — (E. I. Klein)
a. Two methane cells were fabricated for the Quantum Electronics

Section.
b. Two vapor-lock dilatometers were fabricated for the Braking

Systems Section.
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JOINT PROGRAM PUBLICATIONS

Prior Reports

:

A review of the early work leading to this Program is given in
W. M. Bullis, "Measurement Methods for the Semiconductor Device Industry-
A Review of NBS Activity," NBS Tech. Note 511, December, 1969.

Quarterly reports covering the period since July 1, 1968, have been
issued under the title "Methods of Measurement for Semiconductor Mater-
ials, Process Control, and Devices."

Quarter Ending

September 30, 1968
December 31, 1968
March 31, 1969
June 30, 1969
September 30, 1969
December 31, 1969
March 31, 1970

NBS Tech. Note Date Issued DDC Accessio

i+72 December, 1968 AD 681440
475 February, 1969 AD 683803
488 July, 1969 AD 692232
49 5 September, 1969 AD 695820
520 March, 1970 AD 702833
527 May, 1970 AD 710906
555 September, 1970

Current Publications :

A. H. Sher and J. A. Coleman, "Lithium Driftability in Detector Grade
Germanium," IEEE Trans. Nual. Soi. NS-17 , No. 3, 125-129 (June, 1970).

J. Oroshnik and W. K. Croll, "Thin Film Adhesion Testing by the Scratch
Method," presented at the Surface Science Symposium, American Vacuum
Society, New Mexico Section, April 22, 1970.

W. R. Thurber, "Determination of Oxygen Concentration in Silicon and Ger-
manium by Infrared Absorption," NBS Tech. Note 529, May, 1970.

A. H. Sher, "Nomographs for Use in the Fabrication and Testing of Ge(Li)
Detectors," NBS Tech. Note 537, August, 1970.

W. M. Bullis, "Measurement Methods for Microcircuits ," accepted for
presentation at ASTM/IES/AIEE Space Simulation Conference, Gaithersburg,
September 14-16, 1970.

A. H. Sher, "Carrier Trapping in Ge(Li) Detectors," accepted for presen-
tation at the 1970 Nuclear Science Symposium, New York, November, 1970.

Y. M. Liu and J. A. Coleman, "Electron Radiation Damage Effects in Sili-
con Surface-Barrier Detectors," accepted for presentation at the 1970
Nuclear Science Symposium, New York, November, 1970.
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Latest developments in the subject area of this publication, as well as

in other areas where the National Bureau of Standards is active, are

reported in the NBS Technical News Bulletin. See following page.
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